
Little Red Book Overview

Little Red Book (Xiaohongshu) is a content
sharing site, where users can post product
photos with reviews and tips for other users
to read, comment, and save to their boards -
like Pinterest.

In fact, some have described the platform
as being a product search engine, or “like
Instagram and Pinterest sprinkled with a
dose of Taobao”.

In contrast with other e-commerce platforms,
Little Red Book focuses on a unique blend of
trusted user-generated content, word of
mouth advertising, and online community-
building.



Who is using Little
Red Book?

In 2021, the app boasts over 300 million
users, including over 100 million monthly
active users. The app spans 200 countries
and regions.

Xiaohongshu’s userbase is overwhelmingly
female, white-collar, and over 50% of these
users are between the ages of 18-35.

In addition, 87% of these users are middle or
upper-class women with higher degrees of
disposable income. 

This is an incredibly lucrative market for
global brands. A prime platform for
attracting young and wealthy customers.
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How does it work?

Liking the content - similar to Facebook’s “like” feature.
Collecting the content - saving it under a bookmark for future reference.
Commenting on the content - interacting with the post and the user.

Little Red Book users can engage with platform content in three ways:
 

The popularity of these kinds of posts shows the value of authenticity on
the platform, with users rewarding influencers for realism, accessibility,
and being relatable.
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Little Red Book vs WeChat
Little Red Book is a great channel for
medium to long-term marketing plans. 

Content has a longer lifespan compared to
WeChat. Many Little Red Book posts still
get traffic after 1 month. 

The amount of exposure a post gets is
determined by algorithm, which has to do
with keywords and the post engagement
score.
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It’s a good channel to create multiple consumer
touchpoints. Before users make a purchase, some
users will open Little Red Book to read product
reviews.

Loyalty: After converting a user into a customer,
WeChat Official Account and WeChat groups are
the best channels to create a closer relationship with
customers. 

And when you have a loyal customer who would like
to share product reviews and advocate for your
brand, they could post comments on Little Red
Book.

Little Red Book

Awareness



Our suggestion
Set up basic information

Set up an account 
Include a proper profile picture
Short bio & Contact information

Post regularly, twice a month to start to build up brand awareness

Next year: 
Marketing campaign
Connect Redbook with your WeChat official account


